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Such things as this, together with the lack of uniformity in the cap

talization of names and the abundant typographical errors, mar the

appearance of the text very much.
It would seem, in the second place, to one not a student of tt

group, that there was a great lack in uniformity of description of

species. Contrasted characters, or description of the same points a

each species, seem to us almost indispensable for sure identification

Moreover, in modern descriptions of Characese we notice that meas-

urements abound, and it would seem that additional data of this kino

should be given.

These criticisms may seem trivial; but if heeded we believe that th

work, which we have long looked forward to, will be even more use:

than it now promises to be; and it goes without saying that everyone

who undertakes to name these plants must have it in his library-

is privately published and we hope the author will be liberally

F

ronized.

Turning to the Australian work, which comes to us through *

courtesy of Baron Mfiller, we remark that its size permits more let-

press as well as larger and handsomer plates, though for practical

:

poses probably not better. In the text, however, we have much be

arrangement and typography, as well as fuller descriptions, which*

English. A key to the species of Nitella would have been m
though probably impossible at present, from the mode of pubh<*

and the imperfection of collections. Mr. Nordstedt has underta p

the work at the solicitation of Baron Muller, who has done so m

to make known the Australian flora.

It is to be hoped that both of the important monographs th"
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NOTESAND NEWS. ,

A new Cycas from the island of Formosa is described and ^
in the January number of the Journal of Botany. ±

Dr. George Vasey died at his residence in Washington. Mf r

^,A biographical sketch will appear in an early number of the O*

Mr. F. y. Coville, heretofore Assistant Botanist in the Vfi^
of Agriculture, has been appointed chief of the Division ot »

vice Dr. % asey, deceased.

Rare American plants recently illustrated in Garden a
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Dr.
J. T. Rothrock has severed his long connection with the botan-

ical work of the University of Pennsylvania, and has become general
secretary of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

The Bibliotheca Botanica,htretoiore published by Theodor Fischer
m Lassel, is hereafter to be published by Erwin Nagele in Stuttgart,
it will be edited as heretofore by Drs. Liirrsen and Hanlein.

Prof.
J. C. Arthur's paper on "The gases in living plants", read by .

appointment at the Washington meeting of the American Association,
nas appeared in the American Naturalist, beginning with the January
number.
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Mr. M. L. Fernald, assistant in the Gray Herbarium,expectstospen<l
a portion of the coming summer studying the flora of northern Aroos-

took county, Maine. If there seems sufficient demand, he will colle

sets of the plants of this region for distribution. The endeavor will be

to secure fine specimens rather than a large number of species. It is

hoped that an interest maybe felt in this region which has already ft

nished many rare and a few new species.

In a paper on the influence of parasitic fungi on their host plant-

Mr.
J. H. Wakker divides such fungi in accordance with the mode ii

which they influence the nutrition and growth of the hosts into four

groups: kteinophytes, of which the only effect is chemical; hvpertrophfa

which produce hypertrophy of the parts attacked; isotrof>hvta 1 *&\
but slight chemical and direct effect; and atrophytes, which pro<- e

atrophy of important organs, commonly of the flower parts. Hisin

vestigations concern themselves chiefly with the second group.

With the beginning of this year the Botanische Zeitung entered

upon its second half-century of existence. Advantage has b*
taken of this period to make some changes in form and arranged*
ot matter. It is now appearing in two sections, the first i

fortnightly, with single column pages more heavily leaded, de

exclusively to the publication of complete original articles; the se-

retaining the original form, weekly, and devoted to reviews of curi*|

literature.
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